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1: HP 12A Black Original LaserJet Toner Cartridge (QA) | HPÂ® India
how can we refill the toner of HP 12A.

Unscrew the both end of the hp 12 toner cartridge. Total you will find 4 screws. Open the drum side cover by
just pulling it from drum gear side. Get out the drum by simply sliding the drum by side. Remove the magnetic
roller by slightly making gaps and inserting the twiser on the other side of the hp 12 a toner. Remove the
magnetic roller washer by the twiser. Open the other end of the cartridge by pulling it gently until it separated.
Seperate the other end of the hp 12 a toner cartridge. Do not remove the gears. You have successfully
separated the cartridge. Then you will get two part, one is waste toner part and other is empty toner part. Get
out the tension spring located at waste toner part. Remove the drum pressure roller from the waste toner part
of the hp 12 a cartridge. You will see the wiper blade just below the pressure roller. Unscrew and remove the
wiper blade and clean it by soft cloth. Do not twist the transparent blade part. You will see waste toner dust
beneath the wiper blade. Remove the waste dust completly with the help of brush. Fix the wiper blade and
fasten the screw gently. If necessary clean the roller by a wet cloth. Fix the peassure roller to its position.
Make emty the tonner unit is any dust remains. Shake well the tonner dust before refilling. Pour the dust by
help of a piece of paper. Assemble the both unit of the cratridge gently. Check for correct adjustment i. Do not
make excess pressure during assembling, simply make the position it will get its position softly. Clean the
magnetic roller with a soft cloth. Do not rub hard thoroughly. Fix the magnetic roller gently. Match the shape
with the cartridge body. If necessary use a new drum for the best result. Place the drum by gently sliding to the
cartridge body. Do not touch the drum area, hold the drum by its gear. Fasten all the screws. Place the tension
spring by the help of a twiser. Just get test print
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2: How to Refill laser Printer Toner: Step by Step Instructions
Hp 12a Cartridge Refilling Manual Pdf Step by step procedure for process of how to refill or recycle toner cartridge
powder of hp laserjet , 12a,88a, canon lbp printer in hindi In this video. how to merge different PDF files in to one single.

Although the toner used here is HP 12 A toner, you can refill similar toner cartridges of other laser printers by
following the same steps. Tools needed to refill laser printer toner Cartridge Before you start refilling the toner
cartridge, it is important to buy a quality toner ink. Be prepared with a star-cut screwdriver, a newspaper sheet
or any waste-sheet, soft cloth, any sharp edged driver and a quality toner ink bottle. Step by Step Instructions
Step After pulling the toner from a laser printer the first step is to open the screw of side cover as shown
below: Now take the side cover off: After you have taken outside cover, the next step is to take out drum unit.
Hold it from a white portion gear and pull it in the direction instructed. This is how the laser toner cartridge
will look after plugging out the drum unit: Now you need to plug-out PCR roller as shown below: Next step is
to separate the waste unit and ink unit, which are joined together with the help of pins. So you have to take out
the pins which are on both sides of the cartridge. After you remove pins from both sides of the toner cartridge,
you have to remove a spring as shown: Next step is to set-apart two main units of the cartridge. One unit is a
waste unit and the other is called ink-unit. Hold the toner as shown in the picture and pull both units apart.
View of Waste Ink Unit and closer view of Spring which is to be removed to open waste ink unit. Remove
spring and then remove plastic cover as shown: Now that you have managed to open up Wiper-Blade , you
should clean the waste collector unit and Blade part. Wiper-Blade should be cleaned with a soft cloth and not
with a brush as the brush can put scratches on blade. First, fit the wiper-blade and then the plastic cover as
shown: Now Fit the spring back to its position as shown in the image below. Now what you have done so far
is that you have opened the waste ink-unit , cleaned it and then closed that unit. Now begins the main part that
is to refill the laser printer toner cartridge. So now, take the other unit where the ink resides. Open it and fill
the Ink dry in it then close it and finally re-assemble the two units which were separated earlier. After
removing the side cover, you can see a white plastic cover, you have to remove this and fill here the toner-ink:
After removing the cap of the bottle you can apply plastic nozzle-cap which you normally get along with a
bottle or you can ask for one from the vendor. Make sure to align them as shown in the directions mentioned
below: Time to install Drum-Unit back to its position i. After Re-installing drum, Fit the side-cover. And
Finally Re-insert Spring. In case you have any queries you can ask us by posting your question in comment
box.
3: HP 12A / QA Toner Refill Bottle - Fillserv
This video is a detail tutorial on hp 12a laserjet toner refill, how to open the toner clean the parts, diagnose for faults
disassemble and reassemble.

4: REFILL PRINTER CARTRIDGE: HOW TO REFILL HP 12A TONER CARTRIDGE.(Full Demonstration w
12A toner Cartridge Refilling: The Hp LaserJet Black Color Printer HP Model of Printer Use and This Toner Recycle
Toner Refill in this 12A toner Cartridge refilling is the best toner cartridges for your computers hp laser jet printers we are
explain the more information of these toner cartridge refilling can fit more different models and.

5: SOLVED: 12a hp toner refilling instructions - Fixya
We will update this list as soon as the Service Manual is released. Top light blinking: Cartridge door open, no print
cartridge installed, or there is a paper jam.

6: HP 12A Toner Refill | eBay
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Hp 12a Toner Refilling Manual Pdf Download Books Free Pdf added by Jake Nagar on October 19 It is a file download
of Hp 12a Toner Refilling Manual Pdf that visitor can be got it with no cost on www.enganchecubano.com

7: Compatible Ink Cartridges for HP LaserJet - www.enganchecubano.com
HP 12A cartridge is the most successful toner cartridge for hp laserset printers which can fit different models like HP
LaserJet , , , +, , , , printer series and , , AIO, MF MFP, printer series and also Canon b.

8: 12A cartridge refilling || , ,
HP 12A Black Original LaserJet Toner Cartridge Ink Refill Kit While the printer cartridge is a standard, swap-in, kind of
item, it came with easy instructions (although.
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